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Gumax® Lighting System Remote
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Off
Switch off one or more light elements.

White
Set warm to cool-white light.

Indicator light
The light comes on or flashes when 

performing actions. On
Switch on one or more light elements.

1-8
Select all light elements simultaneously.

Multi-colour mode
Select the Multi-colour mode.

Colour wheel
Choose the desired colour of one or more 
light elements.

Brightness down
Decreases brightness.

Scene
Set and select the eight different lighting 

scenes.

Scene -
Select the previous light scene.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8
Select one light element or groups of light 

elements. In combination with the S button, 
select the programmed scenes. 

Brightness up
Choose the desired colour of one or more 
light elements.

Scene +
Select the next light scene.

Control each light element separately
We recommend linking each light element to its own 
numerical button (1 to 8). This allows you to easily control 
each light element separately. Do you have more than 8 light 
elements? Then pair several light elements with the same 
numerical button. The assembly instructions tell you how to 
connect the light elements to the numerical buttons.

Set your favourite scenes
-  Set the desired colour and brightness for each light 

element. It is also possible to leave certain light elements 
off or give them a different brightness.

-  Press and hold the S button in combination with one of 
the eight numerical buttons for a longer time until the 
indicator light on the remote control stops flashing.

-  Your desired scene is now set. All programmed scenes 
can be selected using the S- and S+ buttons or by briefly 
pressing the S button in combination with a numerical 
button.

-  Want to replace an old scene with a new one? Then 
follow the same steps.

Set warm to cool-white light
Briefly press the W button repeatedly to adjust from warm to 
cool-white light.

Use the Multi-colour mode
-  First press = red light
-  Second press = green light
-  Third press = blue light
-  Fourth press = automatic colour change

Remote control with a memory
The remote remembers where you left off. If you perform 
another action in between, the remote control will pick up the 
setting where you left off.

Adjust the colour & brightness to your liking
First, select the light element(s) you want to control. You can 
then use the colour wheel to adjust the colour or change the 
brightness. This rule also applies when using a programmed 
scene.


